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Computer Networks 
– Network Traffic Analysis – 

 
 
Objectives 
 
The main objective of this assignment is to gain a deeper understanding of network activities and 
network packet formats using Wireshark. This assignment assumes that you have already 
installed Wireshark on your computer, and that you know how to capture and save packets in 
tcpdump format. For your convenience, a brief review is included here. 

Review – Capturing Packets with Wireshark: 

Start the Wireshark application and select a correct interface card (Go to Capture à Interfaces 
and select one of the active network interfaces). Start a capture session by selecting Capture à 
Start. A number of frames will be listed in the capture window. We will use various filters to 
select only the packets we are interested in analyzing.  
 
Review – Saving Packets with Wireshark: 

To save the packets displayed in the capture window, select Fileà Save As. In the window that 
opens, select  Wireshark/ tcpdump/ …libpcap(*.pcap, …) format for the file type – this is the 
format that we will be decoding.  Make sure to save the file in a folder where you can find it 
again. It is easy to save it in the wrong location if you do not pay attention.    

Review – Format of a tcpdump/libpcap file: 

The file starts with a global header consisting of 24 bytes, which should be skipped. Then, a 
series of variable-length records follows.  Each record starts with a 16 byte header containing 
information about the time the frame has been captured, the number of bytes in the frame that 
have been captured, and the actual number of bytes in the frame (the captured frame may have 
been cut short).  The record header is followed by the Ethernet frame itself (that is, Ethernet 
header and Ethernet data), that we want to analyze.  
 
New header information 
In a previous assignment you have processed the Record header, the Ethernet header and, in the 
case of IP datagrams, the IP header. In this assignment we will process pieces of the UDP, TCP, 
DNS and DHCP headers of various packets. The format of the relevant header is given below. 
 
The UDP header contains the following information (see textbook, page 394): 
 
UDP_Header: 

Source port   on 2 unsigned bytes 
 Destination port   on 2 unsigned bytes 
 Length    on 2 unsigned bytes 
 Checksum   on 2 unsigned bytes  
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The TCP header contains the following information (see textbook, page 401):  
TCP_Header: 

Source port   on 2 unsigned bytes 
 Destination port   on 2 unsigned bytes 
 Sequence number   on 4 unsigned bytes 
 ACK number   on 4 unsigned bytes 
 Header Length and Flags  on 2 unsigned bytes 
 Advertised Window Size  on 2 unsigned bytes 
 ... other info that you won’t decode ... 
 
 
The DHCP header contains the following information (see textbook, page 234): 
DHCP_Header: 

12 bytes to be ignored 
Client IP address   on 2 unsigned bytes 

 Your IP address   on 2 unsigned bytes 
Server IP address   on 2 unsigned bytes 

 Router IP address   on 2 unsigned bytes 
 214 bytes to be ignored 
 DHCP Message Type  on 1 unsigned byte, encoded as follows: 

  1 DHCP DISCOVER   
  2  DHCP OFFER 
  3  DHCP REQUEST 
  4  DHCP DECLINE 
  5  DHCP ACK 
  6 DHCP NACK 
  7  DHCP RELEASE 
  

What To Do:  
 
Conduct the three activities describe below. 

Activity I: UDP and DHCP Analysis 

You have learned that DHCP is a client/server protocol used to dynamically assign an IP 
address and other configuration parameters to a DHCP client. To generate and analyze DHCP 
traffic, implement the steps listed below.  

1. Determine your IP address using the command  ipconfig /all if working on a Windows 
machine, and ifconfig –a if working on a Unix machine.  
 

2. Start a Wireshark capture session. Make sure to select the correct interface. In the Filter box, 
type in ip.addr == your_ip and bootp, where your_ip is the IP address determined in 
the previous step. This will cause only DHCP packets send or received by your computer to 
be listed in the Capture window. (We need to use bootp and not dhcp in the filter label 
because DHCP is implemented as an option of BOOTP.) 
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3. Renew your IP address to force your computer communicate with the DHCP server. You can 
do so by means of two commands on a Windows machine: 

 
ipconfig /release 
ipconfig /renew 

 
      On a MAC machine, use the command 
 

sudo ipconfig set einf DHCP 
 
where einf is the network interface whose IP address you wish to renew (listed by ifconfig).  

 
      In Linux, use the command sequence 
  

sudo dhclient –r 
 sudo dhclient 
 
4. Stop the Wireshark capture.  
 
5. In the Capture window you should see a first DHCP Release packet, followed by the four 

DHCP Exchange packets (Discovery, Offer, Request, Ack, a.k.a. “DORA”).  Save the 
captured packets in a tcpdump/libpcap file called dhcp, for later analysis. 

 
6. Take time to inspect the internals of these packets. In particular, look at the DHCP section of 

the Discovery and Offer packets. What IP address do you have now? Is it the same address 
that you originally had?  

 
7. This is the coding part. Extend your network analyzer from your earlier “Decoding Ethernet 

and IP Headers” assignment to handle UDP and DHCP packets. Your program should display 
the fields of the captured packets as shown below: 

 
 

ETHER: ----- Ether Header -----  
ETHER:  
ETHER: Packet 1  
ETHER: Packet size = 285 bytes  
ETHER: Destination = 00:00:c0:51:ad:9c  
ETHER: Source = 00:80:3e:4e:76:e0 
ETHER: Ethertype = 0x0800 (IP)  
ETHER:  
IP: ----- IP Header -----  
IP:  
IP: Version = 4  
IP: Header length = 20 bytes   
IP: Total length = 271 bytes   
IP: Time to live = 253 seconds/hops  
IP: Protocol = 17 (UDP)  
IP: Source IP address = 153.104.136.2  
IP: Destination IP address = 153.104.202.161  
IP: 
UDP:  ----- UDP Header -----  
UDP:  
UDP:  Source port = 68 (BOOTP client)  
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UDP:  Destination port = 67 (BOOTP server)  
UDP:  Length = 251 
UDP:  Checksum = 0x1dc4  
UDP: 
DHCP:  ----- DHCP Header -----  
DHCP:  
DHCP:  Client IP address = 0.0.0.0  
DHCP:  Your IP address = 0.0.0.0  
DHCP:  Server IP address = 0.0.0.0 
DHCP:  Router IP address = 0.0.0.0 
DHCP:  Message Type = 1 (DHCP DISCOVER)  

 

Activity II: TCP Analysis 

We will analyze TCP traffic by generating HTTP messages, which are carried by TCP segments.  
 
1. Open a browser and delete all files from the browser’s cache (google to find out how).   
2. Start a Wireshark capture session with filter ip.addr == your_ip and tcp, then click 

on an arbitrary link in your browser (or open a random webpage, if no such link exists).  
3. After the new page gets loaded in the browser, stop the Wireshark capture session.  
4. Analyze the packet trace. You should see a TCP opening sequence (the three-way handshake) 

at the start of your trace. After the TCP opening sequence, you should see the familiar GET 
command, followed by response segments from the server interspersed with ACK segments 
(no data) from your browser.  

5. Take time to understand the details of the TCP exchange, particularly at the dynamics of the 
browser’s widow size, the sequence numbers and the acknowledgement numbers.  

6. This is the coding step. Save the captured packets into a tcpdump/libpcap file called tcp. 
Extend your network analyzer to process TCP segments and display their fields as follows:  

 
 
ETHER: ----- Ether Header -----  
ETHER:  
ETHER: Packet 2 
ETHER: Packet size = 62 bytes  
ETHER: Destination = 00:80:3f:f4:03:ad  
ETHER: Source = 00:06:5b:de:58:60  
ETHER: Ethertype = 0x0800 (IP)  
ETHER:  
IP: ----- IP Header -----  
IP:  
IP: Version = 4  
IP: Header length = 20 bytes   
IP: Total length = 48 bytes   
IP: Time to live = 128 seconds/hops  
IP: Protocol = 6 (TCP)  
IP: Source IP address = 153.104.202.98  
IP: Destination IP address = 153.104.202.12  
IP: 
TCP:  ----- TCP Header -----  
TCP:  
TCP:  Source port = 4312 
TCP:  Destination port = 23 (TELNET)  
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TCP:  Sequence number = 1966876696  
TCP:  Acknowledgement number = 0  
TCP:  Header length = 28 bytes  
TCP:  Flags = 0x0002 (SYN) 
TCP:        ..0. .... = No urgent pointer  
TCP:        ...0 .... = Acknowledgement  
TCP:        .... 0... = No push  
TCP:        .... .0.. = No reset  
TCP:        .... ..1. = SYN  
TCP:        .... ...0 = No Fin  
TCP:  Window size = 64240 

 

Activity III: DNS Analysis 

You have learned that DNS is a distributed name system that translates domain and host names to 
IP addresses. To generate and analyze DNS traffic, follow the step sequence below. 

1. Find out the IP addresses of your DNS server and your default gateway and mark them down. 
(Use ipconfig /all in Windows and ifconfig –a in Unix.)  
 

2. Start a Wireshark capture session. Make sure you select a correct interface card. Type 
ip.addr==your_ip and dns” in the Filter box to show only packets containing IP 
datagrams encapsulating DNS packets to or from your computer.  

 
3. Familiarize yourself with the nslookup command. At the command prompt, type in 
 

nslookup www.villanova.edu 
 

Once nslookup is finished, stop the Wireshark capture. 
 
4. In your Wireshark capture window trace, you should see a DNS exchange that asked for and 

then received the IP address for www.villanova.edu.  You should see at least two packets 
that say DNS in the Protocol column and “Standard query A host-name” and “Standard query 
response A ip-addr”. Inspect the details of these DNS packets.  

 
5. Make screen captures of your trace (showing the overall DNS exchange and the exploded 

views of the Query and the Query Response. Paste each capture into your report.  
 
To make screen captures: Maximize the Capture window. On a Windows machine, press Alt-
PrtScrn to copy the screen image into the clipboard, then Ctrl-V to paste the clipboard into 
your report. On a Macbook, Command-Shift-4 gives you a cursor to select a specific part of 
the screen, then Command-V pastes your selection into your report. If necessary, enlarge 
your figure to make the writing visible.  
 

6. DNS packets contain resource records of variable size are and more difficult to decode, 
therefore we will inspect DNS packets in text format. To save the captured packets in a text 
file, select FileàPrint, then check ‘Plain text’, ‘Output to file’ and ‘All expanded’ format for 
the packet details. Make sure to save the file in a location where you can find it again. The 
packets will be saved in a text file with contents similar to the following: 
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Frame 9: 82 bytes on wire (656 bits), 82 bytes captured (656 bits) on interface 0 
    Interface id: 0 
    […] 
    Frame Length: 82 bytes (656 bits) 
    Capture Length: 82 bytes (656 bits) 
    […] 
Ethernet II, Src: Apple_47:b9:5b (20:c9:d0:47:b9:5b), Dst: Actionte_d9:45:32 (00:26:62:d9:45:32) 
    Destination: Actionte_d9:45:32 (00:26:62:d9:45:32) 
    Source: Apple_47:b9:5b (20:c9:d0:47:b9:5b) 
    Type: IP (0x0800) 
Internet Protocol Version 4, Src: 192.168.1.5 (192.168.1.5), Dst: 192.168.1.1 (192.168.1.1) 
    Version: 4 
    Header length: 20 bytes 
    Total Length: 68 
    Identification: 0xd171 (53617) 
    Flags: 0x00 
        0... .... = Reserved bit: Not set 
        .0.. .... = Don't fragment: Not set 
        ..0. .... = More fragments: Not set 
    Fragment offset: 0 
    Time to live: 255 
    Protocol: UDP (17) 
    […] 
User Datagram Protocol, Src Port: 56200 (56200), Dst Port: domain (53) 
    Source port: 56200 (56200) 
    Destination port: domain (53) 
    Length: 48 
   […] 
Domain Name System (query) 
    [Response In: 41] 
    Transaction ID: 0x2715 
    Flags: 0x0100 Standard query 
        0... .... .... .... = Response: Message is a query 
        .000 0... .... .... = Opcode: Standard query (0) 
        .... ..0. .... .... = Truncated: Message is not truncated 
        .... ...1 .... .... = Recursion desired: Do query recursively 
        .... .... .0.. .... = Z: reserved (0) 
        .... .... ...0 .... = Non-authenticated data: Unacceptable 
    Questions: 1 
    Answer RRs: 0 
    Authority RRs: 0 
    Additional RRs: 0 
    Queries 
        e3191.c.akamaiedge.net: type A, class IN 
            Name: e3191.c.akamaiedge.net 
            Type: A (Host address) 
            Class: IN (0x0001) 
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7. Copy the DNS fragments from the captured text file into your report and carefully annotate 

them to explain the activities of the DNS protocol. Use your intuition on how much detail to 
provide.  

 
Submission Guidelines  
 
Submit your annotated report from Activity III, and the source code for your network analyzer 
along with sample outputs for Activities I and II. 
 
Grading  

Your grade will be determined by:  

• 90%: Correct Execution  
• 10%: Program structure and Documentation  

Use good indentation, meaningful variable names and helpful comments.  Have Fun! 

 


